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A Climate-Based Approach to the Restoration
of Fire-Dependent Ecosystems
Brian Beckage,1,2 William J. Platt,3 and Bob Panko4
Abstract
Recurrent fires are integral to the function of many ecosystems worldwide. The management of fire-frequented
ecosystems requires the application of fire at the appropriate frequency and seasonality, but establishing the natural
fire regime for an ecosystem can be problematic. Historical records of fires are often not available, and surrogates

Fire plays a critical role in the restoration and maintenance
of many ecosystems. When and how often to apply fire continues to be controversial (e.g., Lockwood et al. 2003;
Maehr & Larkin 2004), and fire management has been
identified as a critical area of research for preservation of
wilderness ecosystems (Cole & Landres 1996). Although
fire suppression leads to the degradation of fire-dependent
ecosystems, fires that occur at a frequency or season outside the natural fire regime also have negative effects on
community structure and species composition (Platt et al.
1988; Seamon et al. 1989; Glitzenstein et al. 1995; Platt
et al. 2002). The restoration and management of firedependent ecosystems requires ecologically appropriate
fire management that, ideally, should be based on natural
fire regimes (Cissel et al. 1999). Defining the natural fire
regime is usually difficult, however, because of the absence
of historical data on the timing and frequency of fire.
The greater Everglades ecosystem in southern Florida,
for example, is a fire-frequented landscape that is in the
midst of a large-scale and long-term restoration. Restoration efforts have largely focused on reestablishing a more
natural hydrology, but the reestablishment of natural fire
regimes also needs to be addressed if the Everglades restoration is to be successful (Lockwood et al. 2003). Data
on historic fire regimes in southern Florida are lacking
prior to the establishment of Everglades National Park in
1948, and fire histories cannot be reconstructed from dendrochonological records because trees do not reliably produce annual rings in the subtropical environment. Even
the definition of the ‘‘natural’’ fire regime is controversial
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for past fires may not exist. We suggest that the relationship between climate and fire can provide an alternative means for inferring past fire regimes in some
ecosystems.
Key words: climate, ecosystem management, El Niño,
ENSO, fire, La Niña, restoration.

in the southeastern United States because paleo-Indians
are thought to have ignited fires, leading to debate over
whether these fires should be considered part of the natural fire regime (Williams 2003). The Everglades restoration depends on reestablishment of a natural fire regime,
but how can that fire regime be inferred?
One approach to identifying natural fire regimes has
been to experimentally measure the responses of individual species and communities to particular fire regimes
(e.g., Platt et al. 1988; Brewer & Platt 1994). The natural
fire regime is presumed to be the one to which species
most strongly and positively respond; the underlying
assumption is that many (but not necessarily all) species
have adapted to the prevailing natural fire regime. This
‘‘biotic’’ approach to inferring natural fire regimes is
research intensive, requiring long-term study of species
responses to fires implemented over different seasons and
frequencies but has been applied in the southeastern
United States via large-scale experiments spanning decades (e.g., Waldrop et al. 1992; Glitzenstein et al. 1995).
However, data from extensive fire experiments are often
not available for large landscapes such as the Everglades.
In addition, experimentally imposed fire frequencies can
be confounded with past fire history (Streng et al. 1993),
resulting in responses that differ between the time period
in which fires are reintroduced following suppression and
during subsequent maintenance of frequent fires (a hysteresis). Such differences in response to fire confound our
ability to infer historic fire regimes reliably using changes
in community composition. For example, a fire return interval of as long as 15 years could be estimated for Everglades’
rockland pine savannas from the slow process of hardwood
encroachment into pine savannas (e.g., Lockwood et al.
2003). In contrast, fuel loads and species responses in rockland pine savannas restored by extirpation of established
hardwoods in lightning-season fires indicate a shorter fire
return interval of as little as 2–4 years (Snyder et al. 1990;
Slocum et al. 2003).
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Nor can historic fire regimes be reliably inferred from
present distributions of species (e.g., Lockwood et al.
2003). Species populations differentially shift across the
landscape in response to changing environmental conditions and fire regimes (e.g., Drewa et al. 2002), so that
the current distribution of species populations may be
substantially different from historic distributions. In the
Everglades, changes in the distributions of plant and animal populations have occurred following anthropogenic
alteration of hydrology (Light & Dineen 1994), and the
rate at which organisms adjust their spatial distribution to
changing environmental conditions is species specific.
Mobile organisms or plant/animal species with short generation times (like the Cape Sable Seaside sparrow;
Curnutt et al. 1998) adjust more rapidly to altered disturbance regimes than less mobile or long-lived species (like
South Florida Slash pine; Platt et al. 2000). This differential species inertia could lead to potentially contradictory natural fire regimes being inferred for a landscape
depending on the organism considered. Management of
ecosystems that is based on the fire responses of particular
species in their current distributions will likely lead to conflict when agencies and researchers look to different species for guidance in determining natural fire regimes—the
fire regime that is optimal for one species may be less than
optimal for another (e.g., Maehr & Larkin 2004; Beckage
et al. 2005).
We suggest that the natural coupling of climate to fire
can provide a basis for inferring natural fire regimes,
including both fire frequency and season, as well as for
restoring fire-dependent ecosystems. The relationship
between climate and fires regime in southern Florida, for
instance, has recently been established (Beckage et al.
2003) and can even be used to predict the potential for
severe wildfires months in advance (Beckage & Platt
2003). Fire regimes in the Everglades are strongly linked
to the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) through
effects on precipitation and lightning strike frequency.
More than 70% of the area burned each year in the
Everglades occurs during the spring transition from dryto wet-season conditions when water levels are at their
lowest levels and lightning strikes from the onset of the
summer thunderstorms provide an ignition source. ENSO
cycles drive interannual variability in wildfire severity by
either intensifying (La Niña) or ameliorating (El Niño)
the winter dry season (Beckage et al. 2003; Ropelewski
& Halpert 1986) and by increasing (La Niña) or decreasing (El Niño) lightning strike frequency. Increased numbers of lightning strikes and severe drought conditions
both occur during La Niña events, leading to large areas
burned (Beckage et al. 2003). The tight coupling of climate and fire in the Everglades is likely to extend
throughout much of the southeastern United States
(Simard et al. 1985; Brenner 1991); thus, climate–fire relationships should provide a general basis for understanding
the natural seasonality and frequency of fire. The recogni-
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tion that climate creates the abiotic template driving
natural fire regimes also lessens the importance of distinguishing between paleo-Indian–initiated and lightinginitiated fires—large fires are only likely to occur when
climatic conditions are suitable, regardless of ignition source
(Taylor 1981; Beckage et al. 2003). Fire models that
emphasize the underlying role of climate (e.g., Beckage &
Platt 2003) can provide the basis for inferring fire regimes
beyond historical fire records using data on past climate,
such as ENSO reconstructions over the past thousands of
years (Tudhope et al. 2001).
Although climate provides the template for natural fire
regimes, the conditions under which historic fire regimes
occurred have been modified by anthropogenic influences.
Conversion of natural landscapes to urban areas, for
example, has fragmented the landscape and decreased the
frequency and size of fires compared to natural conditions.
In the Everglades, widespread rockland pine savannas on
the eastern border (Snyder et al. 1990) were a likely
source of frequent fires because of xeric conditions during
the dry- to wet-season transition (Slocum et al. 2003), the
abundance of rapidly drying, volatile fine fuels (Platt
1999), and the predominate westerly direction of most
large fires (approximately 85%) recorded in the Everglades. The loss of these coastal ridge savannas by urban
development has eliminated a likely source of natural fires
in the greater Everglades ecosystem. We note that anthropogenic-driven climate change is expected to influence the
ENSO cycle, resulting in a semipermanent El Niño state
(Timmermann et al. 1999) and lowered fire frequency in
the southeastern United States; such changes may be
accompanied by shifts in community structure and loss of
fire-adapted species. The combined anthropogenic effects
of landscape fragmentation and global climate change will
be to reduce Everglades’ fire regimes below historic frequencies and areas burned. The continued existence of
these fire-adapted communities in light of ongoing anthropogenic change will require a vigorous prescribed fire program that mimics natural fire regimes by incorporating
intra- and interannual variation in historic climate cycles
such as ENSO.
In conclusion, we propose that the relationship between
climate and fire provides an independent and unbiased
basis for deducing natural fire regimes, and their variability, for the restoration and management of firefrequented landscapes. The climatic approach to inferring
fire regimes provides an alternative to either relying on
proxy records of past fire events, which are often not
available, or on the responses of specific species to particular fire regimes, which may be biased and inconsistent
across taxa. Climate cycles are linked to fire regimes
in geographically diverse ecosystems (e.g., Swetnam &
Betancourt 1990; van der Werf et al. 2004), so climate–
fire relationships may be widely applicable to the management and restoration of fire-dependent ecosystems
worldwide.
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